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Chen Kong yelled frantically, a terrifying aura raging.

Everything around was smoothed, the foundation was collapsing, the mountains and rivers were
collapsing, the sky was overturned…

He absorbed the strongest force ever!

Terrible to the extreme!

Feeling the terrible energy in his body, Chen Kong really felt that he could tear everything apart.

That’s really invincible! ! !
He looked at the energy nuclei sent in front of him again, and absorbed all the energy nuclei in one
breath.

The power in Chen Kong’s body became stronger now.

At least twice as strong…
He immediately used the method taught in the Lab of the Gods to quickly absorb the fusion power!

Because of too much absorption.

Therefore, it takes time to absorb and integrate.

The problem that could be solved in tens of seconds before, this time spent several hours.

After absorbing and fusing all the absorbed energy, Chen Kong’s eyes were brilliant.

Thunder and lightning rumbling in the sky.

Chen Kong’s body is the breath of dying!

Invincible!

Completely invincible!

The world has never seen such a strong man!

As soon as his breath was released, everyone would worship.

That is a kind of coercion like a falling sky!

satisfy!

So satisfied!

It was also a solid foundation for this period of time, so that this time it was too successful.

Far beyond Chen Kong’s expectations!

He is already unimaginable!

It is much better than the results predicted by the Gods Lab!

Originally thought it was so crazy.

It is necessary to absorb some of the skills of the top 100 in the gods list to be able to deal with the top
three of the gods list and help them get rid of the thorns in the eyes and the thorns in the flesh.

But now, Chen Kong is enough now.

His current strength is definitely above the gods!

The top three on the god list are definitely not his opponents!

And then, Chen Kong didn’t need to hide it.

He can continue to improve his strength unscrupulously, and he can suck whoever wants to suck!

Kill whoever is upset…

This is the confidence of a powerful force!

He doesn’t have to worry about it, he is invincible anyway.

You can move whoever you want…

The name Chen Kong is known to everyone in the world overnight! ! !

He turned out to be the successor of Suction Dafa!

Absorb the skills of the four hundred gods and one hundred thousand people overnight!

Be famous overnight!

The person who makes the strongest on the god list and quasi god list disappear the most!

Basically let the god list and the quasi god list redefine…

he killed almost half of the people!

It’s really a battle to become a god!

Everyone quickly searched for the powerhouses Chen Kong had challenged before, only to find that all
of them had been sucked up to death.

It turns out that the strong man who really turned out to be born is Chen Kong!

The others are all scumbags, scumbags!

Chen Kong is invincible to the extreme!

It was shocking!

The whole world is scared!!”

